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lindQST – “Lindab Quick Selection Tool” – an advanced web tool that makes the selection of our air- and waterborne 

solutions quick and simple. With lindQST all documentation is made available directly on the web. That means 

consultants, installers and architects always have access to the latest documentation, installation instructions and 

product images etc. lindQST is a unique online tool were you can simulate your room in the comfort room designer, 

keep track of your projects and share it with your business partners etc. lindQST provides a simple shortcut to Lindab’s 

material and is a tool that speeds up and simplifies the daily work. All information is just a mouse-click away. 

Product Selector Air and Water
Use the Product Selector Air  and Product selector water to find the Lindab product that meet your demands when 

designing your projects with airborne and waterborne solutions. Search among our wide assortment of diffusers and 

beams. Perform a product search in three simple steps and achieve a product list with all the products that meet your 

requirements. In the product list, you have the opportunity to compare different products and select the best solution for 

your project. When selecting a product in the list you will get all detailed information and documentation on the selected 

product and you have the opportunity to generate a PDF with all the specific information and results for your actual 

choice. Product Calculator Water is a simple and fast tool to calculate the capacity when the product type is known. 

Use the Product Selector Water and Product Calculator Water to make your selection fast and easy. 

lindQST - a unique online tool
With the new Comfort room designer you are able to draw the room, set 

requirements, place your selected product and calculate the results for the 

comfort zone. Snap and alignment functions together with measurement tools 

and different views make the comfort designer fast and effective. The result 

for sound and velocity data for each change in the room layout can be seen 

immediately in a room table and a clear structured room protocol. All data are saved in the new Project Manager.  

The Project Manager offers the user the possibility to sort the selected products into a project tree. Room requirements 

and results are listed in a clear overview. The room book generator creates a room book in Excel format with all technical 

data. Functionalities like clone, edit and delete help to optimize the project easily and quick. “Share Snapshot” allows to 

share the project with your business partner. 

Lindab chilled beam technologies and Lindab Pascal VAV solutions use modern electronically regulation equipment. 

The Wiring Schemes visualize easy understandable layouts of the different regulation combinations for each individual needs.          

The implementation of Chilled beams and Air diffusers into CAD drawings is a necessary step during the project design. 

The new DXF Export function offers a free download option of dxf drawings for the selected component.


